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Abstract

Most feature selection methods usually select the highest rank
features which may be highly correlated with each other. In
this paper, we propose a Stratified Feature Ranking (SFR)
method for supervised feature selection. In the new method,
a Subspace Feature Clustering (SFC) is proposed to identify
feature clusters, and a stratified feature ranking method is
proposed to rank the features such that the high rank features
are lowly correlated. Experimental results show the superiority
of SFR.

Introduction

Feature selection methods can be classified into three groups,
i.e., filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded meth-
ods. The filter methods select feature subsets according
to the general characteristics of the data without involv-
ing any learning algorithm. The wrapper methods use the
predictor as a black box and the predictor performance
as the objective function to evaluate the feature subset,
but such methods are usually time consuming. Embed-
ded methods include feature selection as part of the train-
ing process. Among the three types of methods, embed-
ded methods are superior to others in many respects, and
have received more and more attentions (Nie et al. 2010;
Chen et al. 2017b). However, selected the highest rank fea-
tures by conventional methods may be highly correlated.

In this paper, we propose a Stratified Feature Ranking
(SFR) method for supervised feature selection. In this method,
we first propose a Subspace Feature Clustering (SFC) method
to cluster features into a set of feature clusters, in which a sub-
space weight matrix is introduced for weighting individual
features on classes. The subspace weight matrix is automat-
ically learned during the feature clustering process. After
that, the features in different feature clusters are separately
ranked according to the weight matrix. Finally, we propose a
stratified weighting feature ranking method in order to select
high rank features from all feature clusters.

SFR was compared with five feature ranking methods on
6 high-dimensional data sets. The results show that SFR
outperformed other feature ranking methods on most results.
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Stratified Feature Ranking method

In this paper, we propose a stratified feature selection method.
In the new method, we first cluster the features into a set
of feature clusters. To rank the features in multiple feature
clusters, we propose a stratified feature ranking method to
generate a ranked feature list, according to both subspace
feature weights and feature clusters.

Let X ∈ Rn×m be a labeled data matrix with n objects
and m features. To cluster X into k row clusters and l col-
umn clusters, chen et al. proposed a subspace weighting
co-clustering method, named SWCC(Chen et al. 2017a). In
the new method, a subspace weight matrix C ∈ Rk×l is
introduced into the objective function, in which cgj is the
weight of the j-th column in the g-th row cluster. In super-
vised feature selection task, since the class labels in X are
known, the class indicator matrix U ∈ Rn×k can be directly
constructed. By extending the objective function of SWCC,
we propose the following objective function
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We define an iterative algorithm, named Subspace Feature
Clustering (SFC), to solve problem (1), in which V, Z and
C are alternately updated in each iteration until convergency.
Obviously, problem (1) has the same solutions of V, Z and
C as SWCC. Since in each step we obtain the minima of
problem (1), it is strictly decreasing during the optimization
process.

Finally, we propose a stratified feature ranking method
for ranking features according to the feature clusters pro-
duced by SFC. In the new method, we first sort features in
each feature cluster in ascending order order according to
{‖c1‖1 , ..., ‖cm‖1}. Assume the index of the j-th feature in
the corresponding feature cluster is �j , we compute a strati-
fied weighting feature ranking vector θ ∈ Rm for m feature
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in which θj = ‖cj‖1 λ�j , where λ ∈ (0, 1] is the stratified
weighting parameter which is given by user. Here, λ�j is used
to geometrically decrease the weights in a feature cluster.
If λ = 1, θj degenerate to ‖cj‖1 which is the conventional
ranking method. If λ < 1, the features in a feature cluster
will be assigned to a set of geometrically decreased weights
such that the features with lower order will be deemphasized.
In such way, we can avoid selecting too many features from
a feature cluster.

Experimental Results and Analysis

In this experiments, 4 gene expression data sets from the
GEMS (Gene Expression Model Selector) system and 2
image data sets from Feiping Nie’s page were used to in-
vestigate the performance of our proposed method, i.e. SR-
BCT(ST), Brain-tumor2 (BT2), 11-tumors (11T), 14-tumors
(14T), ORL-32x32 (OR3) and YALE-64x64 (YA6) data sets.

We used all five data sets to compare SFR with five
state-of-the-art supervised feature selection methods, in-
cluding Relief-F (Kira and Rendell 1992), RFS (Nie et
al. 2010), FSV (Bradley and Mangasarian 1998), Fisher
Score (FS) (Richard, Hart, and Stork 2010), SVM-RFE-CBR
(SRB) (Yan and Zhang 2015). We set parameters of all meth-
ods in the same strategy to make the experiments fair enough,
i.e., 11 values varying from 10−5 to 105. We also selected a
set of 10 numbers from 1 to 10 for l and 10 numbers from
0.1 to 1 for λ to run SFR.

The average accuracies are summarized in Table 1. In
summary, our proposed method SFR outperformed all other
methods on all data sets. Especially on the 14T data set,
SFR has over 7% improvement compared to the second best
method Relief-F.

Table 1: The average accuracy results (the best two results
on each data set are highlighted in bold).

Data Relief-F RFS FSV FS SRB SFR

ST 0.967 0.925 0.833 0.950 0.880 0.969

BT2 0.773 0.767 0.719 0.796 0.648 0.825

11T 0.750 0.672 0.665 0.801 0.715 0.811

14T 0.520 0.439 0.429 0.477 0.516 0.595

OR3 0.828 0.859 0.837 0.884 0.821 0.890

YA6 0.585 0.609 0.578 0.649 0.493 0.709

We selected the BT2 data set to show the average accu-
racies versus three parameters l, η and λ in Figure 1. We
can see that the accuracy increases with the increase of l and
the highest accuracy is produced when l = 8. This indicates
that the introduction of feature clustering into feature selec-
tion indeed improve the performance. The accuracy increase
rapidly with the increase of η and the performance of SFR is
mainly affected by η. The accuracies decrease slowly when
λ increases from 0.1 to 0.9, and quickly drop 2 percent when
λ = 1. We know that when λ = 1, the stratified ranking
method will degenerate to the conventional feature ranking
methods which ignore the correlation of features. Therefore,
this result show that stratified feature ranking indeed im-
proved the performance of feature selection.
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Figure 1: Average accuracies versus l, η and λ on the BT2
data set.

Conclusions

This paper presents a Stratified Feature Ranking (SFR)
method to select both informative and diverse features. Ex-
perimental results show the superiority of our method.
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